
STYLE # 843812 / GENDER MENS / SILO MAGISTA / SIZE RANGE 6-13
COLORWAY(S) 003, 002, 008, 061, 801, 414*

MENS FOOTBALL-SOCCER / HOLIDAY 
2017

  FEATURES AND BENEFITS  
UPPER
1 Tongueless, premium synthetic leather upper conforms to the foot 

for a close fit.
2 The aggressive 3-D texture on the instep and outer toe creates 

friction to enhance touch.
3 Asymmetrical lacing system expands the ball control area.
4 Anatomically shaped Dynamic Fit collar integrates the lower leg 

and foot without impeding tendon movement.
5 Interior heel counter cups the foot for cushioning and a locked-

down fit.

MIDSOLE
6 Molded, perforated sockliner provides lightweight cushioning.
7 Textured topcloth on the sockliner grips the foot to provide traction 

inside the boot.

OUTSOLE
8 TPU plate provides support and a responsive feel.
9 Rotational zone in the forefoot provides agility for quick pivots and 

sudden changes in direction.
J Notched studs in the heel provide braking power for quick stops.
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Shaped Dynamic Fit collar links the 
lower leg and foot without imped-
ing motion.

3-D texture is amplified on the 
high-use areas of the foot.

Rotational zone in the forefoot is 
ideal for quick turns and agile 
playmaking.

Amplify your playmaking in Men’s Nike Magista Orden 
II (FG) Firm-Ground Football Boot. The Dynamic Fit 
collar integrates the foot and lower leg while a 3-D 
texture on key areas of the boot provides targeted 
friction for a precise touch. The forefoot pivot zone 
has circular traction for quick turns, and notched 
heel studs add braking power.

Men’s Nike Magista Orden II (FG) Firm-Ground Football Boot
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Developed using FEA traction testing, 
the circular stud configuration used in 
this boot maximizes the amount of 
rotational agility you get from the 
forefoot.
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